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Contents

We welcome as our guest judge this week After the break it’s your own pictures. Bring
for the final PDI competition of the season along pictures that you want to share, any
Ian Thompson ARPS. (See some of his that you would like an opinion on or have

This week

images here.) Come along for a 7.30 start an issue with and are seeking advice.

Diary

to enjoy a great selection of members’
photos and benefit from

constructive We never know how many images we will
get so please keep numbers within

Thursday

reasonable bounds so all get a fair showing.

Clive and I are running this week’s meeting.
First half Firstly, Clive will be doing a If you haven't been before come along and
tutorial on Accurate Selections & Quick see what we do (see below left).
Bob Oakley & Clive Haynes.

Mask (Photoshop) Then, following up from
a request, I will be explaining the Google

Competitions & exhibitions
Survey
Members' News
Phototrip - Slimbridge
Members' Images

Get ready!

Nik Collection, a tremendous suite of FREE

31st
January
we
have
an Eric is going to collect images prior to the
software that was once quite expensive but On
'Assessment/Advisory' evening at WCC, led evening so please send pdi images in the
can now be downloaded here.
by Clive and Tessa. They say, ”We are both usual WCC way ... even if you would like
I shall concentrate on the three programs Panel Members of the RPS Distinctions L, A to bring prints on the night. More info in
and F and thoroughly enjoy discussing Photonews next week. If you have any
within the suite that I use.
● Silver Efex Pro (a superb Black & images. We especially enjoy the give and questions please contact Tessa or Clive.
take that happens with interaction between
White Conversion program)
● Color Efex Pro (for B&W or Colour )

the photographer and the viewer. This

● Analog Efex Pro (newest addition)

evening is a chance to have your images
discussed in a positive, constructive way.
We

Digital Group

appreciate

the

nervousness

of

beginners... and experienced members too!
Please start thinking about images that you

The Digital Photography Group meets on enjoy but aren't competition types, or
images that are almost what you aim for but
Thursday, 19th January at 7.30 pm at the
Royal British Legion in Cornmeadow Lane,

perhaps not quite there yet, or indeed,

Worcester WR3 7RL.

competition images that you really believe
have more going for them than the Judge

All WCC members are welcome. £1.50 or noted! Or, of course, simply images that
you are excited about and want to share.
£2 including tea/coffee.
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Flying by Tessa Mills FRPS

Competitions & exhibitions

Diary
Thursday 19 January – Panorama Tower

Metro pic of the week - chance to win £40 Amazon voucher every week…

open day, Croome Park Enjoy 360 degree
views of Worcestershire from the balcony

Nikon Photo Contest closes 27 January 2017 1pm Japan Standard time. Guidelines.

of the Panorama Tower. Take a walk
through the parkland to the building (see

WWT calendar competition is open until 10th April 2017. Sort out up to 6 of your best

the walks map in reception), or drive and

Worcestershire wildlife & nature shots - here’s the entry form to encourage you!

then take a short walk to the building.
11am - 2pm - Free event

South Birmingham (BPE) exhibition now open.

21/22 Jan & 28/29 Jan Welly wanging at

Telegraph Big Picture - win a camera.

Brockhampton, plus welly walks.
On until March at BMAG Birmingham

Bristol Salon. Closes 28th January.

People and Change in the inner City

Remember to let me know if you win!

(For those who might be interested,
there’s a petition against the proposed
museum cuts open until 18th Jan)
23rd Jan History of the Fleece. Free but
please book. Landlord Nigel's entertaining
talk covers the history of the Fleece as a
building, anecdotes and the story of Lola
Taplin, the last private owner of the
Fleece, a bit about the fire ten years ago,
and details about some of the interesting
artifacts in the pub.
Last chance to advance book Art Fair photography day is Wed 18th.

You can find this intriguing image of Nepal by Tessa Mills FRPS on Google+ along with

Commercial
Some

interesting

opportunities

members’ responses… Come and join in!
with

Timeline Events including in February a
Lancaster shoot and People at the Royal
Gunpowder Mills. One for the train fans
too, and a Shackleton shoot.

Survey
The summary feedback from the members’
survey (as outlined by Clive last week) will
be on the members’ area of the website
shortly.
You will find it at the foot of the Club
Activities menu under Other.
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Members’ News
Bob Tunstall’s images feature twice in the current Worcestershire Wildlife Trust magazine, one being the cover pic! Bob has also done
well in the past with the calendar competition - see WWT website for details of the current comp…

Fly agaric and Common Blues pairing by Bob Tunstall DPAGB BPE 4*

Les Bailey had a great present of a workshop at the glorious Papplewick Pumping Station
with Line and Light last year (you may also recall Martine’s excellent talk on architectural
photography at WCC a while ago). He enjoyed the day and commends the ‘nice people’ at
L&L. They were obviously impressed with his work too- it features in the May section of
their review of 2016!

Papplewick

Pumping

Station by Les Bailey
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Phototrip Pictures - Slimbridge v2

Feeding Time (above l)
First Winter Herring Gull (x2) and Black-headed
Gull (rt); Barrie Glover DPAGB,BPE3
Group photo (rt) Pam Turner LRPS, CPAGB

Barrie led a second Slimbridge trip on
Saturday. He says:” There was ice on the
margins so it kept the wild birds out on the
estuary, however I think all that attended
enjoyed the time spent. At least we had a
day when the weather cooperated!”
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Water rail,
Eider duck and
Falcated duck by
Jayne Bennetto

Waterborne and airborne
from Alan Yeates LRPS…

{n}

And a few rather different Slimbridge
shots from Alan Yeates LRPS.
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Members’ Images
A “misty moisty” set
from Cherry Orchard
Nature Reserve by
Clive Haynes FRPS..
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